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THE DYING COLOUR 

So 

If god is good, and dead, and worming heavenly, angels are sun 

thorned and yellow bright and life. 

Centred in this room begins thinking all 1 s all right. 

Possibilities of being happy are too possible, bad probably. 

the world is good, good god. To forget. Is about pretending 

not to remenber treachery, betrayal, jealousy. Leave behind 

years not passed, an end, a parting not parted. Still a  part 

Make a new beginning, not begun but made easy and and going on. 

not easy. Being and sitting in this room is waiting, not easy. 

Wait for her Imagine her here, the new beginning and unknown. 

Remerrber guilt and wait fear. Imagine her beautiful and watch 

her eyes light. Up. Angel yellow. Her dangerous. 

Wait in this imitates tabacco-stained couldn't wait 

for time shelac-varnished room . ., Defies definition colour more 

than yellow. Brown or orange or armer or mustard maybe. But 

which, Keen 1 s English or Dijon Poupon? Drink amber from the 

glass, or mustard. Watch the glass on the wall in gold in 

mustard, her looking in the glass Alice in the looking-glass 

steps out of the frame. She steps into this room, smile on her 

mouth. The yellow is under the table, out, is in her eyes wide. 

Grow1 ng up is grCJ111 ng up 1 n a ye 11 ow room. 

The street is underneath with tops of heads, and two 

heads looking down, when being new makes saying too hard. Green 

turns red, and silent traffic slows from Flinders into Swanston 

Street, or waits for silent mass move into Flinders Station. 
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Across the street his legs, the head on his neck, the 

bent of his back, the way he walk� strike. Far away and long 

unseen. Having lived with, grown with him makes· him so much a 

part, that in thousands he is familiar and recognised. That he 

should be here. The man, her father. Avoid him often, but 

nearly rap on window glass and realise of course he wouldn't 

hear. Far away across the street is safer to look from far 

away Across a table may not be far enough, when wooing is 

yellow and winning. 

Day gifts for love nights and winning the woman -

1r1ses speared yellow on long green stalks. She is the angel 

the witch, all at one angel/witch woman. Sun smile for the 

daylight light face or the dark face. Renember betrayal and 
jealousy, the dying colour. Hide the dark face, mud brown black 

for the night, all alone in the night face. She smiles teeth 

and hurts, feels pain claws and pains and 1ikes it. Sharp flesh 

and soft. There is potential to repeat again the pain, or fix 

it all all right. 

Later, a done of yellow irises in a green glass vase, 

green stalk crosses in green water. On her table. Move the 

vase to look at him across the table, looking safer table 

distant. But he is winning. Winning words. Beautiful lady. 

gift is just a gift. Act and laugh and pretend champagne in 

crystal flutes is glamour styled 1930s circa the 1980s. 

Continuous entertainnent is essential, and gifts should be 

repaid 

Fantasy is gane played before reality demands, because 

reality requires thought and unravelling complexities is messy 

Make a decision or let it fl ow. Tell the truth, but not 

everything. Everything is impossible The truth - ending, 
continuity, beginning, not engineered but happened. All just 

happened. Who controls? And what next? Go on, or stop now 

before stopping becomes impossible and too much pain. Stopping 

might already be too late. 

Take her, her father, her lover and all inside her, 

outside her. Or nothing. 

Take him, and have everything. Another one. Keep 

all and him and more, as if many make it better or love stronger. 

Take him because it's better than nothing. 

Sit in this room which isn't yellow, but might be in 

patches on photographs, posters, carpet, stool, books. The way 

the light cones orange through the shade, turning more than is 

yellow. 

Actions are inevitab1e or so we think in unsuspecting 

no one else expects. Get something wanted, which is never clear 

and isn't likely Seal the bond sonehow with sonething precious, 

which is before it's given but not after. Weighing the give a.nd 

take in scales involves guilt. What is given may not be enough. 

Close eyes. Hold out hand. Tight fist give on palm open, the 

shell. White ridged coil round satin cream. Fingers touch the 

skin, feel the shape palm smooth to hold. He takes the shell. 

Lose shell pure, that lost doesn't matter. Fair exchange to 

redress balance. 

Gift is debt repaid with gift. 

Irises linger in the vase, dying now even before he 
leaves. Die in monents sucking desperate green water through 
flesh stem cut. Now the yellow is taut, but will be first to 
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fold. Leave in iooments long before it's time. Think of time, 

dark walk in night streets, directions and getting from A to B. 

From here this room, from this woman to room and bed alone. To 

stay would be happy, but dangerous too soon love begun, 

possessed, colTITlitted. No resolutions but options open. 

Drag on the night the second bottle of cha�agne, and 

know he means to leave. Rementer others left, who never said or 

meant his words he means are true. But he leaves. 

Shut the door blank on the night, and feel the walls 

tight and singed. Remain with words in memory and his token 

yellow to light the walls. In this room and on this table 

yellow. On this table, the shell forgotten. He has not taken. 

Mind full of explanations, restitution to the past, or mundane 

exigency of catching sleep and early rising. His words had 

The gift.nearly won all right, but he has left.  Forgotten. 
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